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Abstract
In the paper, issues related to the errors and inaccuracies resulting from improper operation of the drive system of the stretching apparatus of a ring spinner are discussed. The aim of the paper was an analysis of a design solution for the driving system of a ring spinner and its operating behaviour influencing the quality parameters of the fiber jet. In the paper, modelling of the involute teeth shape by means of a BEASY package was done. Based on the model prepared, an assessment of the sensitivity of geometrical teeth outline on particular dynamical quantities for the gear of the stretching apparatus was performed. An improvement in the parameters of operating of the spinner can be achieved via changing of the design characteristics of elements of the driving system; in particular, modification of the teeth shape was considered. Within the scope of the work, numerical analyses of the meshing geared wheels were conducted taking into consideration the unevenness of operating of the drive system as well as load distribution acting along the line of action. In the paper, the boundary element method was utilised for evaluation of the load distribution in relation to spectral analysis connected with the unevenness of the fibers’ jet mass.
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Introduction
The constant development of new production techniques and increasing user demands cause that machines producers are forced to put into practice innovative solutions as well as to improve the operating parameters of their products. Ring spinners are machines which enable the manufacturing of high quality products, simultaneously being reliable at a satisfactory level. The application of new techniques, new design solutions and special materials leads – just within the design stage and planning diagnostics procedures – to the utilisation of modern modelling and calculation methods as well as to the consideration of unconventional design solutions. Namely the passing of a rotational moment (torque) throughout the rotating machine parts is performed via the series of gears, which cooperate directly with the stretching apparatus of the machine.

The stretching apparatus itself is an essential element of the spinner driving system which assures the uniformity and stability of operation of the device. Any defects have a direct influence on the spinning process and are considered as an essential factor influencing breaking of the spinning jets. In cases where the yarn is made (manufactured) improperly, a defect arises, revealing itself in the occurrence of unevenness of the yarn linear mass, which is connected with the random distribution of jet fibers in a cross-section of the yarn.

One of the main problems in the functioning of contemporary industrial systems still remaining is the improvement of the quality of the manufacturing process. Therefore there is an extreme necessity for the improvement of the quality of all machinery subsystems related to the manufacturing process, especially improvement of the operating of the drive systems is required. The drive systems are subjected to some occasional mechanical failures. Moreover breakdowns of the drive systems are time-consuming and result in the necessity of immobilization of the whole production line – which, in turn, essentially increases the production costs, finally reducing the factory’s income. Unexpected breakdowns are especially disruptive, and could be sometimes caused by improper assembly work, as mentioned previously, resulting in unplanned stoppage, which decreases overall equipment effectiveness. Moreover this damage even influences the functioning of the factory itself – if the plant activity is based on the idea (or manufacturing strategy) called quick response manufacturing.

One of the prevention methods aiming at avoidance of unplanned stoppages of the drive systems is their permanent mon-
monitoring using special dedicated equipment. The aims of monitoring are as follows: detection of symptoms of damage to particular elements and support and/or planning of repair schemes – assuming that repairs are relevant to the current operating states of the device.

In monitoring we consider the continuous observation of diagnostic device displays. The relevant diagnostic gauges could be mounted on particular machines or the engineers can perform an analysis of other apparatuses which register online operating parameters of the production process.

Aiming at an increase in productivity and minimisation of the occurrence of damage in industrial systems, monitoring systems are widely utilized. Recently monitoring systems have evolved from simple systems for visualisation of machine operation up to expert systems which inform about threats, indicating where a threat occurs, and which measures have to be taken and about (approximately) when total damage (break-down) will take place. It is obvious that a monitoring system cannot be established without diagnostic methods and procedures which enable the measurement of appropriate parameters and derivation of algorithms for the detection of damage.

Gears are widely applied in versatile textile machinery e.g. ring spinner, as torque reducers. Therefore the continuous and reliable operating of these textile machines depends on the strength, durability and reliability of their incorporated gears. Whipping of yarn jets is an essential factor influencing the productivity of the spinning process. Furthermore it is even one of the most important problems of the whole technique of manufacturing yarn because it influences the production output, quality of yarn manufactured as well as the quantity of unwanted waste materials yielded.

Uneven operation of the drive system as well as its particular parts are mainly responsible for the whipping of yarn. Even damage to a single element of the drive system causes unevenness of the product e.g. boldfaces and narrower segments of yarn, observable on the surface of the final product. The stretching apparatuses of ring spinners are essential elements, therefore frequent variations in the rotational velocity have a direct influence on the dynamic character of loadings of the system. The stretching apparatus is driven via a series of cooperating gears.

In the case of seemingly properly manufactured yarn, there sometimes arises a problem connected with the appearance of unevenness of the linear mass of yarn. It is related to the random distribution of the yarn jet in the cross-section surface of yarn. In the case of randomly appearing defects, there is a possibility of determination of the size, number and intervals between boldfaces (fluctuation of linear mass). If there is a need for a more detailed description of the phenomenon observed, it is possible to make some calculations based on the statistical approach. There is a possibility of performing an analysis of periodical defects in the case of a perfectly random distribution of the yarn jet – any peaks (in spectrogram) should not be spotted i.e. any local amplifying of an amplitude (Figure 1). Such a type of defect relatively frequently arises not only during the manufacturing processes before the final spinning process, but also in the yarn itself. The reasons for this are as follows: The periodicity of mass distribution can be caused by various factors, e.g. most frequently recognized: uneven operation of the twisting-winding device, and non-centric operating of stretching shafts inside the stretching apparatus. They can cause the appearance of the phenomenon of periodicity of the mass distribution in the yarn jet.

Within the spinning process, there are several sources of mass variability which – in practice – could be recognised as periodical in some time intervals. These defects are connected with vibrations passed from the drive system. Uneven operation occurs randomly, and can randomly disappear. In the case of particular velocities and some amounts of vibrations as well as the eccentric rotation of shafts, the probability of mass variability will be increased.
unevenness increases. This kind of defect shows traces in visible peaks on the spectrogram. The peak’s height is related to the approximated mean value of periodical variations in the linear mass in time. The type of defect described is shown graphically in the spectrogram in Figure 2.

All peaks appear in some time intervals, but they are not regularly registered nor similar.

Periodical variations in the mass of the yarn jet have (not always) a statistically significant influence on the value of coefficient mass variability U or CV. These defects can – in consequence – be seen in such materials as knitwear or fabrics, however customers or consumers do not accept such products. Noticeable, unintended patterned surfaces of the final products could be even more visible (more intensive) after the tinting process, especially relating to monochrome products as well as those made of continuous chemical fibers. The level at which periodic mass variability could influence the quality and appearance of the final product depends not only on the intensity but also on the width and type of the product manufactured, type of fiber, type and linear mass of yarn as well as on the kind of yarn dyeing technique applied [19-20] (see Figure 3).

Aiming at full control of quality, a new apparatus, the ‘Uster Tester 6’, was released by the company ‘Uster Technology’. The modified device enables monitoring of the whole technological process. The measurement and monitoring set co-operates with the moduli installed directly on machines (see Figure 4).

Due to such a modular solution, there is a possibility of identification of technological errors (failures) caused by damage to working elements of the drive systems.

The introductory condition – enabling localisation of defects in the drive system of the spinner analyzed – is precise knowledge of the layout of the gears and other mechanical parts inside the installation (see Figure 5). In general, the following analyses should be done.

Damage to the gear or a blockage of the drive F-C (see Figure 5) arising from contaminations possibly coming from materials via rotation of the front shaft of the spinner is passed throughout the system – having the following parameter: wave length: $\lambda_1 = d_{e,c} \cdot \pi = 8 \text{ cm}$.

In the case where the gear system driving output shafts B-A and intermediate wheel

---

**Figure 4.** ‘Uster Tester 6’ device for monitoring of the whole technological process based on [18].

**Figure 5.** Scheme of stretching apparatus of the ring spinner Fiomax 2000 [17].
E – being damaged, then the relationship between co-operating geared wheels (number of teeth C and F, respectively) can be written as \( \lambda_2 = \lambda_1 \cdot u_{F,C} = 88 \) cm. Consecutive damage will occur after the performance of 11 rotations by the previous stretching shaft.

Due to damage to geared wheel A, in the yarn jet the same unevenness arises as in above-considered case related to the wheel F (Figure 5). It results from the fact that both wheels co-operate in the same two-stage gear. Damage to geared wheel B causes excitation of the wave whose length is related to the numbers of appropriate teeth i.e. \( \lambda_3 = \lambda_2 \cdot u_{A,B} = 2.64 \) m (Figure 6).

Summarizing, the stretching apparatus should be considered as an essential part of the spinner drive system, therefore frequent changes in the rotational velocity have a direct influence on the dynamic character of load variability. The role of the stretching apparatus is the setting of parameters for cylindrical gear wheels [8-9]. Involute, more precisely ‘the involute of a circle’, is defined as the trajectory of a particular point of a straight line rolling without slipping around the circle, called basic or central. In the theory of gear wheels, the circle from which the involute originates is called a base circle, and its diameter is denoted by \( d_b \) (Figure 9).

The transition curve at the tooth root is manufactured by the cutting edge of a machining tool. As a result of this machining process, the transition curve, with respect to its geometry, is an equidistant amplification of amplitudes are depicted, illustrating the damage to driving elements of the ring spinner Fiomax 2000.

Fig. 5

Figure 5. a) Involute relevant to a particular circle, b) co-operation of two involute surfaces of gear wheels, c) a sketch of the toothing.

Figure 6. Spectrogram for woollen worsted yarn of 36 tex linear mass, where the local amplification of amplitudes are depicted, illustrating the damage to driving elements of the ring spinner Fiomax 2000.

Figure 7

Figure 7. Exemplary damage to teeth: a) fatigue crack, b) scoring, c) pitting.

Figure 8

Figure 8. Teeth shape of a typical gear belonging to the stretching apparatus sub-system.

Properties of toothing and teeth engagement depend on the profile and shape of teeth as well as on their dimensions. In Figure 8, a sketch of the toothing of a typical gear co-operating with the stretching apparatus is presented. The shape of the transition surface and tooth profile is determined taking into account the geometrical shape of the working tool (tooth of a toothed rack) utilised in the manufacturing process.

In the drive systems, involute (also known as evolvent) profiles are utilised for the teeth of the gear wheels, therefore further considerations are fully dedicated to the toothing of these geometrical properties [8-9]. Involute, more precisely ‘the involute of a circle’, is defined as the trajectory of a particular point of a straight line rolling without slipping around the circle, called basic or central. In the theory of gear wheels, the circle from which the involute originates is called a base circle, and its diameter is denoted by \( d_b \) (Figure 9).

The transition curve at the tooth root is manufactured by the cutting edge of a machining tool. As a result of this machining process, the transition curve, with respect to its geometry, is an equidistant...
Equidistant trajectory of the point of origin of the radius of a particular machining tool, $r_{R0} = r_{w0} + h_{R0}$, is a result of this machining process, and enables smooth operation of the whole drive system of the ring spinner [8]. The transition curve at the tooth foot for the stretching apparatus of the ring spinner [8] (Figure 10) is manufactured by the cutting edge of a machining tool.

The geometrical characteristics of gear wheels applied in the stretching drive system are relatively complex. However, it enables smooth operation of the whole drive system of the ring spinner. In Figure 11, an exemplary engagement of two cylindrical gear wheels is presented – as a front view.

A properly designed gear should not cause any disturbances in the operation of the whole mechanism. In the case of ring spinner machinery, there are several gears in a row passing drive to the versatile subsystems. Therefore damage to one link in the chain causes defects in the whole drive systems.

Disturbances in the motion of the spinner driving system can occur in the following circumstances and due to the following reasons:

- Errors during the manufacturing (machining) of the toothing of gear wheels – leading to the cutting of teeth tips or undercutting the near tooth foot,
- Co-operation of two scored geared wheels – causing eventual blockage of gear teeth. In the case of high torque, the phenomenon leads to fatigue breakage due to crack propagation along the side surface of a particular tooth of a particular gear wheel,
- Improper service and/or maintenance works – which disenable the proper (radial) position of the pinion.

### Influence of teeth manufacturing deviations on the operation of the gear based on the ring spinner Fiomax 2000

Increasing demands related to the strength, durability and reliability of gears, with simultaneous diminishing of their dimensions and increasing of passing loadings, yield the necessity of application of more and more effective methods of calculations and analysis as well as experimental investigations [12-14]. Diagnostics of the drive systems of machines and devices consisting in investigations of the influence of the correction of the teeth shape of cylindrical gear wheels on their durability should be based not only on proper measurements but also on modelling and effective calculation methods. Numerical calculations can be performed e.g. by means of the finite element method (FEM) or (BEM) i.e. boundary element method.

### Equations (1) and (2)

$$x_R = -a_0 \sin \varphi + r_{R0} \sin (1 + i_0) \varphi + \frac{[r_{R0} \sin (1+i_0) \varphi - r_{w0} \sin \varphi] \cdot p_{a0}}{\sqrt{r_{w0}^2 + r_{R0}^2 - 2r_{w0}r_{R0} \cos i_0 \varphi}}$$

$$y_R = a_0 \cos \varphi - r_{R0} \cos (1 + i_0) \varphi + \frac{[r_{w0} \cos \varphi - r_{R0} \cos (1+i_0) \varphi] \cdot p_{a0}}{\sqrt{r_{w0}^2 + r_{R0}^2 - 2r_{w0}r_{R0} \cos i_0 \varphi}}$$

*Figure 9.* Involute relevant to a particular circle, b) co-operation of two involute surfaces of engaged cylindrical gear wheels [8].

*Figure 10.* Transition curve at the tooth foot for the stretching apparatus of the ring spinner [8].

*Figure 11.* Engagement of two gear cylindrical wheels.
The boundary element method [1-3, 6] has been more and more popular recently in solving versatile engineer problems, especially for the task of analysis of static and dynamic contact. Therefore this method is especially suitable for the analysis of contact problems – due to the following reasons:

- contact phenomena related to teeth flanks i.e. in general, boundaries of the bodies are considered – however, in fact, profile lines are modelled in the method (cylindrical gear wheels),
- due to discretisation of the teeth boundaries only, diminishing of the size of the problem considered is received,
- possibility of direct consideration of boundary forces and displacements in the zone of contact,
- lower number of elements resulting from the division of the boundary (in comparison to FEM), which simultaneously means that the time of the performance of calculations is shorter.

Aiming at the solving of the problem of co-operation of cylindrical gear wheels for the gear incorporated in the stretching apparatus of the spinner Fiomax 2000, BEASY commercial software was utilized. The task consisted, for example, determination of the maximal values of loadings. The solver of the BEASY program is effective and flexible. The program itself is a comprehensive system which enables the solving of versatile complex problems e.g. elastic, thermal, fatigue and cracking. Moreover the method of boundary elements can be applied for problems of corrosion, vibration, fluid mechanics, acoustics and some other problems [4-5].

For the purpose of analysis of modified teeth profiles, it was necessary to write our own so called preprocessor allowing the generation of arbitrary teeth profiles.

The task of this preprocessor is the precise numerical defining of shapes of teeth profiles based on a series of set (assumed) geometrical parameters. Namely the surface of the gear wheel was divided into the following fragments:

- involute segment of teeth flanks,
- tooth transition surface (undercut),
- arcs of circles of teeth roots,
- arcs of circles of teeth tips (edges of top lands),
- lines closing the profile into a continuous line.

As can be seen in Figure 13, in the case of a wheel where appropriate deviations were applied, the loading distribution on the tooth flank is more even. Due to this, we can ensure the improvement of operating parameters of the stretching apparatus of the spinner.

For determination of the influence of the manufacturing deviation of the teeth of gear wheels on their cooperation (in the drive system), it was necessary to compare the cooperation parameters of the gear of the spinner Fiomax 2000 i.e. with deviation and without deviations.

Analyses were performed for the error of pressure angle and that of pitch. In calculations, it was assumed that the error is related only to the drive wheel and that the cooperating wheel is manufactured perfectly. As a matter of fact, this is a simplification of the problem, however it makes that its description is easier because the sum of errors (for a pair of wheels) is extremely important in the considerations.

Aiming at determination of the influence of geometrical deviations in the drive system of the spinner Fiomax 2000, the following characteristic values were calculated:

![Figure 12. Exemplary engagement of a pair of gear wheels of the stretching apparatus – the flank tooth surface is divided in boundary elements.](image)

![Figure 13. a) loading distribution in the case of the wheel manufactured without modification, b) loading distribution in the case of toothing where deviations are taken into account [8].](image)
In the analysis performed, the following pitch deviations were assumed: $5\mu m$, $10\mu m$ and $15\mu m$, which correspond to the preciseness classes, respectively: $\mu f_{pt}=\pm 5\mu m$, $\mu f_{pt}=\pm 10\mu m$ and $\mu f_{pt}=\pm 20\mu m$ according to Polish Standard PN-ISO 1328-1.

Pitch deviations have an influence (especially) on the rotational angle of the drive wheel (pinion) $\Delta \phi$, and thus on the stiffness of toothing (mesh stiffness), which depends on the geometrical parameters of the gear wheels and physical properties of their materials. The international standard ISO 6336 [15] defines mesh stiffness as the ratio between the normal force and displacement for a pair of engaged teeth (where the tooth width is equal to 1). The displacement is determined in the direction tangent to the tooth profile, in the face cross-section.

It should be underlined that the increase in pitch deviation is related not only to an increase in the rotational angle $\Delta \phi$ but also to a special phenomenon for high deviations – the second maximum arises (in the course), corresponding to the final moment of cooperation (engagement) of the central teeth pair (i.e. a tooth of the pinion is taken back via the value of pitch deviation). This phenomenon will occur when the pitch deviation is lower than the maximal contact stresses (for the engagement of teeth, co-operation of teeth flanks of a pair of gear wheels),

- maximal bending stress at the tooth root,
- rotational velocity of the drive wheel,
- stiffness of toothing,
- load sharing between the engaged pairs of teeth (co-operating teeth).

The line of action is a geometric place of all contact points of teeth in a mesh (in engagement). In reality, gear cooperation does not have a point nature; on the contrary, engagement takes place on a particular (tooth flank) section. Therefore, in practice, the geometrical region of all contact points is a neighboring area around the theoretical line of action.

**Influence of pitch deviation of cylindrical gear wheel of the gear belonging to the stretching apparatus mechanism**

Pitch is a basic parameter of a cylindrical gear wheel, which is formally defined as the distance between adequate teeth flanks measured along the arc of the pitch circle (see Figure 14).

In industrial practice, the unevenness of consecutive pitches causes an increase in dynamical loadings, especially in the case of high tangent velocities, as well as an increase in noise emitted by the gear.

In the analysis performed, the following pitch deviations were assumed: $5\mu m$, $10\mu m$ and $15\mu m$, which correspond to the preciseness classes, respectively: $5\mu f_{pt}=\pm 5\mu m$, $7\mu f_{pt}=\pm 10\mu m$ and $9\mu f_{pt}=\pm 20\mu m$ according to Polish Standard PN-ISO 1328-1.

**Figure 14. Chordal pitch with deviation.**

**Figure 16. Division of loadings when the pitch deviation has been taken into account.**

**Figure 15. Dependence of rotational angle of the pinion on pitch deviation.**
In the analyses performed, the following deviations of the pressure angle were assumed:

\[ \rho_{2B_2} = \sqrt{r_{a_2}^2 - r_{b_2}^2} - p_b \]  
\[ \rho_{1B_2} = \alpha \cdot \sin \alpha_w = \rho_{2B_2} \]  

where:
- \( r_{a_2} \) – radius of gear wheel addendum circle,
- \( r_{b_2} \) – radius of base circle,
- \( \alpha \) – current distance between the axes,
- \( \alpha_w \) – operating pressure angle,
- \( p_b \) – transverse contact ratio (on line of action).

The points of contact of teeth during rotation are placed along the particular line (action line), where special intervals (line segments) can be distinguished. Angle \( \alpha \) between the interval mentioned and a line tangent to the pitch circles at their common point is called a pressure angle, being simultaneously an involute parameter. The so called nominal profile, commonly utilised in machine design and recognised world-wide, is equal to \( \alpha = 20° \).

In the analyses performed, the following deviations of the pressure angle were assumed: \( \pm2° \) and \( \pm4° \), which are inside the precision classes: \( 5(f_{ha} = \pm 3.3\mu m) \) and \( 7(f_{ha} = \pm 6.5\mu m) \) according to the standard (incorporated into Polish legal system) PN-ISO 1328-1.

The deviation of the pressure angle causes an identifiable change in all parameters of the tooting. It is also obvious that it has an influence on the pinion rotational angle \( \Delta \phi \), which, in turn, has a significant influence on the dynamic force acting on the gear (Figure 18). Analysing the chart, it can be realised that each deviation of the pressure angle causes an increase in amplitude.
Modification of the tooth profile at the tooth tip can be described via two parameters: the height of the modification \( h_m \) and the depth of the modification \( g_m \).

It can be recognised that there is a noticeable influence of the angle deviation on load sharing between the pairs engaged (Figure 19). Based on the figure presented, one can see that the positive deviation of the pressure angle increases the load at the moment of getting meshed (entering into engagement).

Co-operation of modified profiles of cylindrical gear wheels of the stretching apparatus of the ring spinner

As a profile modification, we consider a purposeful change in the tooth cross-section in comparison to the theoretical one. The aim of the modification is the elimination of impact-type cooperation between particular pairs of teeth tips when they enter into engagement (in a mesh), due to bending of the cooperating teeth. The following measurements are taken: modifications of the tooth tip and root (in general, the tooth profile). Due to the fact that the tip of one wheel cooperates with the root of the second – irrespective of the type of profile modification – the same affect is achieved. The result consists in increasing clearance between the cooperating tooth tip and root. In the further part of the present paper, we perform an analysis of tip modification because its geometrical parameters are easier for description, and it allows to achieve the same goals as for modification of roots.

Modification of the tooth profile at the tooth tip can be described via two parameters: the height of the modification \( h_m \) and the depth of the modification \( g_m \).

\[ h_m = 1.02 \text{ mm} \]
\[ g_m = 6 \mu \text{m} \]
Modification of the tooth profile at the tooth tip can be described via two parameters: the height of modification at the tooth tip and the depth of modification. The height of modification was chosen in such a manner that the remaining arc of the involute curve of the gear tooth tip is subjected to engagement. Therefore the depth of modification has to be established in such a manner that for the nominal loading of the gear there is a contact of teeth tips. Unfortunately there are no known precise analytical methods allowing the determination of the modification depth.

Application of the modification of teeth tips can essentially improve the operation of the gear, reducing the wear of teeth surfaces. However, the main goal of utilisation of modification is the improvement of dynamic properties of the gear and diminishing of noise caused by impacts of teeth tips. Unfortunately there are no known precise analytical methods allowing the determination of the modification depth.

Due to vibrations of the masses of the geared wheels, additional inter-teeth forces are excited. The elastic teeth engage as spring, and therefore the vibrations are passed onto the whole machinery, and in the worst case it can cause, for example, breakage of yarn in the twisting-winding system.

The method proposed for improvement of the distribution of loadings and simultaneous improvement of operating parameters consists in the utilisation of the correction and modification of geometrical characteristics of gear wheels co-operating inside the stretching apparatus of the ring spinner.

## Conclusions

Analysis of the co-operation between particular subsystems of the ring spinner and setting of the optimal operating parameters is a complex problem. Focusing attention even on the stretching apparatus itself, several complicated problems were recognised which are connected with maintenance of the drive system and passing of the torque phenomena. One factor consists in the fact that (due to loadings) the engaged teeth of the gear wheels as well as the housing and all elements passing forces are subjected to deformations, which, together with the manufacturing deviation and possible errors of assembly cause that the loading distribution is uneven. In consequence, these behaviours influence the operation of the ring spinner directly, automatically affecting the spinning process; in particular it causes a diminishing of the quality of the product obtained.

The height of the modification is chosen in such a manner that the remaining arc of the involute curve of the gear tooth tip is subjected to engagement. Therefore the depth of modification has to be established in such a manner that for the nominal loading of the gear there is a contact of teeth tips. Unfortunately there are no known precise analytical methods allowing the determination of the modification depth.

Application of the modification of teeth tips can essentially improve the operation of the gear, reducing the wear of teeth surfaces. However, the main goal of utilisation of modification is the improvement of dynamic properties of the gear and diminishing of noise caused by impacts of teeth tips. Unfortunately there are no known precise analytical methods allowing the determination of the modification depth.

Due to vibrations of the masses of the geared wheels, additional inter-teeth forces are excited. The elastic teeth engage as spring, and therefore the vibrations are passed onto the whole machinery, and in the worst case it can cause, for example, breakage of yarn in the twisting-winding system.

The method proposed for improvement of the distribution of loadings and simultaneous improvement of operating parameters consists in the utilisation of the correction and modification of geometrical characteristics of gear wheels co-operating inside the stretching apparatus of the ring spinner.
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